“Y” CABLE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
(P/N 3003-1401)

*Note: You may have to remove the GRACO battery box cover to get access to the wiring harness connections. Once you have access, disconnect the GL1700 connector from the GRACO wiring harness connector. (See below for next step)

GRACO wiring harness with on/off rocker switch (P/N 17H718)

12v Battery

LASERLINE GL1700 START-STOP LASER (P/N GL1700)

*GRACO (P/N 17H714)

Insert provided LaserLine “Y” cable adaptor (P/N 3003-1401) to the GRACO wiring harness as shown. Then connect both the GL1000 and GL1700 to either one of the two connectors.

GRACO wiring harness with on/off rocker switch (P/N 17H718)

12v Battery

LASERLINE GL1700 START-STOP LASER (P/N GL1700)

*GRACO (P/N 17H714)

LASERLINE GL1000 GUIDANCE LASER (P/N GL1000)